Important Lunar Eclipse and Final RTR

This July 27th, 2018 there will be a powerful lunar eclipse with a blood red moon. The Jewish enemy’s Alphabet is ruled by the Shekinah, which is the energy of each Hebrew letter. Shekinah is ruled by Malkuth, which is the Moon. The Moon rules the entire Hebrew alphabet. During the lunar eclipse, do the Final RTR ritual as many times as possible. It will bring the enemy down hard. It's an insanely powerful time for this.

The Arabic Alphabet, which is openly just Hebrew letters, is also ruled by the Moon. Each letter ties into the Koran and Torah and thus the Bible. This will also bring down Islam, Christianity, and Judaism.

Just do nine vibrations for each letter, start again after you finish the Final RTR and do it again. Keep going through it as many times as you can. Feel the spiritual anti-Semitism fueling the fun of it all. Keeping repeating the RTR for everything these kikes have done to all of us.

Just follow the instructions for the RTR that High Priestess Maxine gave. You start the RTR, you do nine on every Hebrew letter, then you do the affirmation three times and Hail Satan! Then you go back and do the exact same thing again and again. Don’t start changing things for whatever reason. The instructions HPS Maxine gave are from Azazel Himself. Think about that.
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